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Abstract 

The ability of nanoparticles and macromolecules to passively accumulate in solid tumors and 
enhance therapeutic effects in comparison with conventional anticancer agents has resulted in the 
development of various multifunctional nanomedicines including liposomes, polymeric micelles, 
and magnetic nanoparticles. Further modifications of these nanoparticles have improved their 
characteristics in terms of tumor selectivity, circulation time in blood, enhanced uptake by cancer 
cells, and sensitivity to tumor microenvironment. These “smart” systems have enabled highly ef-
fective delivery of drugs, genes, shRNA, radioisotopes, and other therapeutic molecules. However, 
the resulting therapeutically relevant local concentrations of anticancer agents are often insuffi-
cient to cause tumor regression and complete elimination. Poor perfusion of inner regions of solid 
tumors as well as vascular barrier, high interstitial fluid pressure, and dense intercellular matrix are 
the main intratumoral barriers that impair drug delivery and impede uniform distribution of na-
nomedicines throughout a tumor. Here we review existing methods and approaches for improving 
tumoral uptake and distribution of nano-scaled therapeutic particles and macromolecules (i.e. 
nanomedicines). Briefly, these strategies include tuning physicochemical characteristics of nano-
medicines, modulating physiological state of tumors with physical impacts or physiologically active 
agents, and active delivery of nanomedicines using cellular hitchhiking. 
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Introduction 
The development of effective and highly selec-

tive drugs against cancer as a part of Ehrlich’s “magic 
bullet” concept is one of the main challenges of con-
temporary medicine. Macromolecule-based and na-
noparticle-based delivery systems have turned out to 
be a significant breakthrough. Due to large fenestra-
tions in disorganized tumor endothelium [1], slowing 
of blood flow [2], and lack of lymphatic drainage [3], 
intravenously administered nanomedicines can ex-
travasate and delay in tumor interstitium. On the 
contrary, their penetration through the tight endothe-

lial junctions of normal blood vessels is strongly lim-
ited. As a result, local tumor concentrations of 
nano-scaled anticancer agents can be several-fold 
higher than in most normal tissues. This phenomenon 
was firstly described in 1986 and called the “enhanced 
permeability and retention” (EPR) effect [4]. A signif-
icant contribution of the EPR effect in accumulation of 
nano-scaled therapeutics in solid tumors has been 
noted in numerous studies [5-10]. However, the 
above-mentioned morphological and physiological 
abnormalities of tumors are the source of transport 
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barriers that limit intratumoral accumulation and 
uniform distribution of nanomedicines [11]. First, 
tumors have a poorly organized and leaky vascula-
ture network that in combination with increased 
hematocrit and viscosity of tumor blood diminishes 
blood flow rate [2, 11]. Reduction of tumor blood flow 
also originates from growth-induced solid stress be-
cause active proliferation of cancer cells leads to 
compression of blood and lymphatic vessels, espe-
cially in its inner regions [12]. This fact causes poor 
perfusion and collapse of lymphatic drainage in the 
core of a tumor, which is usually accompanied by a 
decrease in extracellular pH and an increase in necro-
sis. Lack of lymphatic drainage along with leaky 
blood vessels is the source of elevated interstitial fluid 
pressure [13], which results in almost complete ab-
sence of fluid pressure gradient between interstitium 
of tumor tissue and intravascular space. Furthermore, 
cellular hyperplasia reduces intercellular spacing and 
promotes increase in extracellular matrix density 
along with cross-linking of matrix components in-
cluding collagen fibers, fibronectin, and glycosa-
minoglycans [14-17]. Thus, reduction of perfusion and 
blood flow rate significantly impedes tumor supply 
with anticancer agents, whereas vascular barrier, in-
terstitial hypertension, as well as high density of ex-
tracellular matrix limit transvascular permeability 
and intratumoral diffusion of nanomedicines [18]. 

 It is important to emphasize that nanotherapeu-
tics are unable to cross biological barriers actively. 
Convection and diffusion are the main driving forces 
of nanomedicine transport, but their contribution 
varies depending on the transport step. Vascular 
transport of nanomedicines to the site of a tumor oc-
curs substantially by convection with blood flow. 
Subsequently, nanoparticles extravasate and pene-
trate into the tumor interstitium due to diffusion af-
fected by convection. The convective constituent at 
this step is determined by interstitial fluid flux to-
wards lymphatic capillaries and takes place only at 
the tumor margins where lymphatic drainage re-
mains, in contrast to the core of the tumor [12]. An-
other determinant of effective tumoral uptake of na-
nomedicines is combination of their “passive” fea-
tures like size, surface charge, shape, biocompatibility, 
susceptibility to microenvironment, targeting func-
tionality, and biodegradability [19]. In this connection, 
there are three general strategies to improve delivery 
of nano-scaled particles and macromolecules to a tu-
mor. Because lifetime in the bloodstream as well as 
crossing of vascular and stromal barriers in tumor 
depends on physicochemical characteristics of nano-
particles, the first approach is based on chemical 
modification and variation of tunable features of na-
nomedicines resulting in prolonged circulation in 

blood and enhanced passive accumulation in tumor. 
The next category of strategies is founded on modu-
lating physiological state of tumors including chang-
ing of tumor blood flow, interstitial fluid pressure, 
vascular and stromal permeability using external ac-
tions which can have physical (temperature, magnetic 
field, ultrasound, radiation) or chemical (hormones, 
cytokines, matrix-modifying agents and other physi-
ologically active agents) nature followed by admin-
istration of nanotherapeutics. Hence, reducing the 
impact of transport barriers results in the EPR effect 
and increases tumor accumulation of nanomedicines. 
At last, the third approach to improve delivery of 
nanomedicines, termed “cellular hitchhiking” [20], 
does not depend on passive accumulation in tumor at 
all. Harnessing of live cells with natural tu-
mor-homing ability enables to impart “active” fea-
tures to nanomedicines in terms of crossing trans-
vascular barrier and reaching of inner poorly perfused 
areas of tumor. 

 In this review, we briefly describe the basic as-
pects of tumor-targeted delivery of intravenously in-
jected nanomedicines and discuss current approaches 
including tuning “passive” properties of nanomedi-
cines, modulating physiological state of tumors, and 
cellular hitchhiking in order to reduce the influence of 
transport barriers and improve intratumoral uptake 
and distribution. 

Variation of tunable physicochemical 
properties of nanomedicines by means of 
chemical modifications 

 Generally, the vast majority of nanomedicines 
after intravenous injection accumulate mainly in liver, 
spleen, and to a lesser extent in lungs [21]. As for tu-
mor, the EPR effect significantly determines selectiv-
ity of nanomedicine deposition there, although its 
contribution may be different because of heterogene-
ity of tumor morphology between patients [22] and 
different tumor models. On the other hand, extrava-
sation through abnormal openings between endothe-
lial cells, penetration into the interstitium, and reten-
tion of nanomedicines in tumors are affected by the 
combination of tunable “passive” characteristics of 
nanoparticles including their hydrophilicity, size, 
shape, surface charge, targeting functionality, suscep-
tibility to external stimuli, and tumor microenviron-
ment. Changing of these properties in the context of 
effective tumor deposition as well as possible pitfalls 
and limitations are discussed in this chapter and 
summarized briefly in Table 1. 

Hydrophilicity and PEGylation 
 In the context of tumor uptake enhancement, 

circulation time of nanotherapeutics in the blood-
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stream becomes one of the most important parameters 
because it increases the amount of nanomedicine that 
passes through the tumor and the possibility of ex-
travasation. The key role in recognition and elimina-
tion of intravenously injected nanoparticles, which 
determines their circulation time, is played by the 
reticuloendothelial system (RES), which is comprised 
of resident macrophages and dendritic cells mainly in 
the liver and spleen [23]. Normally, these cells par-
ticipate in recognition and phagocytosis of pathogens, 
production of inflammatory cytokines, and antigen 
presentation [24]. In the case of nanoparticle applica-
tion, their fast elimination from the bloodstream by 
the RES may cause off-target side effects and decrease 
in tumoral uptake [25]. Circulation time as well as 
tumor accumulation depends on a combination of 
such characteristics of nanomedicines as hydrophilic-
ity/hydrophobicity, size, surface charge, and shape 
[26]. As a rule, hydrophobic nanoformulations as well 
as nanoparticles with large size or high positive or 
negative surface charge usually have short circulation 
times (seconds to minutes) [25, 27]. The most appro-
priate and simplest modification of nanomedicines to 
minimize their unwanted interactions with plasma 
proteins and macrophages is attachment of polyeth-
ylene glycol (PEG) onto the nanoparticle surface, 
termed “PEGylation”. It has been shown that 
PEGylation significantly enhances circulation time 
and improves biocompatibility and tumor accumula-
tion of gold nanorods [28], polymeric-based nanopar-
ticles [29, 30], therapeutic proteins, and liposomes 
[31]. In general, higher density of a PEG shell or 
longer PEG length is more effective in avoiding op-
sonization and subsequent nonspecific uptake by 
phagocytic cells [32]. However, issues about appro-
priate PEG length and density are still under discus-
sion. The matter is that high surface PEG coverage 
may hinder interaction of nanovehicles with target 
cell surface and diminish therapeutic effect of nano-
medicines whose mechanisms implicate obligatory 
internalization into cancer cells (for example, nano-
particles for nucleic acid delivery). This contradictory 
effect is known as the “PEG-dilemma” [33]. Another 
obstacle of PEGylation is producing of PEG-specific 
IgM antibodies by splenic B cells, which have been 
observed in a few animal species [34]. As a result, it 
causes accelerated blood clearance of PEG-modified 
nanomedicines, including polymeric micelles [35], 
PEGylated proteins [36], etc., upon repeated doses. In 
recent years, this phenomenon has been attracting 
increasing attention among researchers and clinicians, 
but still there is no well-defined approach to avoid 
this problem completely [34]. Application of alterna-
tive hydrophilic polymers instead of PEG seems to be 
the most perspective approach to abrogate the accel-

erated blood clearance phenomenon. Some steps 
forward in this direction have been made. Use of 
poly(hydroxyethyl-L-asparagine) [37] and 
poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) for coating of nanomed-
icines decreases the accelerated blood clearance phe-
nomenon upon repeated administration [38]. 

Size 
 The size of nanotherapeutics significantly affects 

transvascular transport and accumulation in tumor. 
Because of high interstitial fluid pressure and low 
contribution of convection into traffic through vascu-
lar barrier, the diffusive constituent remains the main 
driving force of extravasation and penetration of na-
noparticles into tumor. Therefore, minimization of 
size enhances uniform distribution of nanomedicines, 
but it is also important to take into account possibility 
of fast renal clearance (cutoff size < 8 nm) [25] and 
extravasation in normal tissues with upper pore size 
in endothelium between 5 and 12 nm [39]. Thus, tun-
ing size of nanoparticles may help to minimize side 
effects and to find the optimal variants with effective 
tumor-targeted accumulation. It has been shown us-
ing hydrophilic dextrans of various weights (from 3.3 
kDa to 2 MDa) that increase in the molecular weight 
(and hydrodynamic diameter) statistically signifi-
cantly reduces its vascular permeability [40]. Despite 
better penetration, low molecular weight 3.3-kDa 
dextran (2 nm) displays high rate of tumor washout 
because of renal clearance and low plasma half-life. 
The highest extent of tumor accumulation was 
achieved by dextrans with molecular weights be-
tween 40 and 70 kDa (5-7 nm), though its high con-
centration was observed approximately 15 μm from 
the vessel wall after a 30-minute period. Analysis of 
transvascular transport of quantum dot-based nano-
particles (ζ-potential range was from –9 to +5 mV) has 
shown that 12-nm nanoparticles extravasate easily 
and penetrate up to 100 μm in 60 min, 60-nm nano-
particles also extravasate but do not leave the imme-
diate perivascular space, while the 125-nm particles 
do not appreciably extravasate [41]. This trend was 
also exhibited in the case of neutral polymeric mi-
celles: 25-nm nanoparticles displayed faster clearance, 
greater penetration, but lower total accumulation in 
tumor versus 60-nm counterparts [42]. Penetration of 
nanomedicines with different sizes significantly de-
pends on viscosity of tumor stroma, which has been 
shown on neutral polymeric micelles of different di-
ameters (from 30 to 100 nm) in both highly and poorly 
permeable tumors. Whereas all nanoparticles extrav-
asated and penetrated into tumor tissue more than 
100 nm in highly permeable tumors, only 30-nm na-
noparticles could extravasate into poorly permeable 
tumors and cause distinct therapeutic effect [43]. In 
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addition, nanoparticle size also affects cellular uptake, 
which should be taken into consideration when na-
nomedicine internalization into cancer cells is neces-
sary. It was found that gold nanoparticles with diam-
eters of 40-50 nm coated with antibodies against 
ErbB2 receptors displayed maximal level of internal-
ization in ErbB2-overexpressing human breast cancer 
cells [44]. 

 In terms of long circulation in the bloodstream, 
the diameter of nanomedicines should be between 20 
nm and 150 nm to prevent fast renal clearance and to 
attenuate off-target uptake by liver, respectively. With 
respect to enhanced uptake and penetration into tu-
mor tissue, the size of 30-60 nm seems to be preferred. 

Surface charge 
 Surface charge (or electrophoretic mobility) of 

nanoparticles also predetermines their transvascular 
transport, penetration, and safety [45-48]. It is evident 
that surface charge of nanoformulations directly de-
pends on chemical composition. Modification of na-
noparticles with negatively or positively charged 
groups can be exploited as a tool for driving their 
transvascular transport and selectivity. It has been 
shown that cationized IgG antibodies (approximate 
size ≈ 11 nm) extravasate faster in solid tumors com-
pared to the same macromolecules with neutral or 
negative charges [46]. At the same time, positively 
charged antibodies exhibited faster clearance, which 
indicates increase in their delivery to normal tissues. 
As for total accumulation in tumor tissue, unmodified 
antibodies turned out to be more selective due to rel-
atively fast extravasation and slow plasma clearance 
[46]. Analysis of tumoral accumulation and microdis-
tribution of 150-nm fluorescently labeled liposomes 
with different surface charge showed that by 6 hours 
post-injection, cationic liposomes (zeta-potential, ζ = 
+55 mV) accumulated in tumor 1.5-fold and 7-fold 
more effectively than their slightly anionic (ζ = –30 
mV) and anionic (ζ = –75 mV) counterparts, respec-
tively. In spite of higher selectivity of cationic lipo-
somes to tumor site, they accumulated on the vascular 
endothelium without following penetration into the 
extravascular compartment of the tumor [47, 48], 
whereas slightly anionic and anionic counterparts 
accumulate within tumor tissue [47]. Some other 
groups investigated the influence of surface charge on 
pharmacokinetics and total tumor accumulation of 
polymeric nanoparticles [49, 50]. They showed that 
nanoparticles with neutral or slightly negative surface 
charge tended to accumulate in tumor more effi-
ciently, with minimal uptake in lungs and liver. At the 
same time, this category of nanoparticles showed 
prolonged circulation in blood, whereas nanoparticles 
with high surface charge, either positive or negative, 

were taken up more efficiently by murine macro-
phages [49, 50]. Therefore, the optimal surface charge 
of nanomedicines should be close to neutral or 
slightly negative. Such surface charge extends lifetime 
of nanomedicines in the bloodstream, attenuates their 
uptake by macrophages, and gives them the ability to 
penetrate into tumor tissue as deeply as possible 
without electrostatic binding with positively or nega-
tively charged components of the extracellular matrix. 
On the other hand, one needs to keep in mind that 
suspensions of neutral or slightly charged nanoparti-
cles (–25 mV ≤ ζ ≤ +25 mV) are not stable, with a 
propensity to coagulate, flocculate, and/or agglom-
erate after long-term storage [51]. This requires the 
use of such nanomedicines immediately after their 
preparation. 

Shape of nanoparticles 
 The next important “passive” property of na-

nomedicines that affects tumor accumulation and 
extravasation is the shape of the particles. First, the 
shape of nanoparticles influences phagocytosis by 
macrophages. It has been shown that elongated na-
noparticles with high aspect (length/diameter) ratios 
have little chance to be internalized by phagocytic 
cells in comparison with spherical counterparts [52]. 
Therefore, worm-like particles must have extended 
lifetime in the bloodstream, which was confirmed in 
the case of filomicelles and gold nanorods versus their 
spherical analogs [53, 54]. Besides prolonged circula-
tion, high aspect ratio and contact surface area of 
elongated nanoparticles might also contribute to their 
superior tumor deposition. The matter is that 
worm-like nanoparticles moving along a fluid have 
internal momentum. Thus, drastic change in blood 
flow direction in tortuous tumor vessels can cause 
tumbling and collision with the endothelial cell walls 
if the momentum force of the particles exceeds the 
capability of the fluid force to change direction [32, 
55]. Tumbling effects as well as higher contact surface 
area of elongated nanoparticles increase their binding 
probability and strong adhesion in comparison with 
spherical ones [32, 55], especially at lower shear rates 
[55, 56]. 

 Although use of elongated nanoparticles could 
increase their binding with tumor endothelium and 
total accumulation, it does not mean that they possess 
superior extravasation. For example, high-aspect-ratio 
carbon nanotubes exhibited extravasation different 
from spherical quantum dots for three different tumor 
models, although the nanoparticles had similar sur-
face coatings, area, and charge [57]. The observed 
discrepancies in extravasation behavior were due to 
different morphology of tumor vasculature [57]. 
Therefore, it seems very complicated to predict which 
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nanoparticle geometry is more appropriate for effec-
tive delivery to a certain tumor. 

Triggering systems 
 Improvement of therapeutic properties of na-

nomedicines can be achieved due to development of 
stimulus-responsive, or triggering systems. These 
delivery systems are able to accumulate in tumors 
passively and change their properties under the in-
fluence of external impacts (e.g., temperature, mag-
netic field) or tumor microenvironment (e.g., tumor 
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), low pH) [58]. 
Such transformations of nanomedicines enable them 
to overcome transport barriers, problems of controlled 
release, and safety. Herein, we dwell on strategies 
aimed at improvement of nanoparticle accumulation 
and distribution in tumor. 

 Tumoral uptake of nanomedicines can be im-
proved by incorporation of a magnetically responsive 
moiety, like magnetite (Fe3O4 or γ-Fe2O3) or magnet-
ized metal particles [58], and external magnetic field. 
As a result, magnetic field-driven nanoparticles col-
lide with vessel wall in tumor more intensively, ex-
travasate, and move towards the magnet despite the 
elevated interstitial fluid pressure, showing magneti-
cally enhanced retention. As likely as not, magnet-
ic-enhanced extravasation of magnetically responsive 
nanoparticles can occur via transendothelial transport 
[59]. Anyway, some of these nanopreparations dis-
play enhanced delivery of drugs [60] and nucleic ac-
ids [61] to tumors. Improved deposition of nanomed-
icines in superficial tumors can also be achieved using 
thermosensitive polymeric delivery systems that can 
change conformation from water-soluble to hydro-
phobic at phase transition temperature (about 40 °C 
that corresponds to hyperthermal conditions) [62]. 
This hydrophilic–hydrophobic transition enables ac-
cumulation of nanomedicines in locally heated tumor 
tissues, preventing their washout. Nanovehicles 
based on thermosensitive poly(N-isopropylacry-
lamide) have been reported to have superior DNA 
[63] and drug [64] delivery to hyperthermia-treated 
tumors compared to non-treated ones. It should be 
noted that triggering systems responsive to external 
physical stimuli are applicable to treatment of tumors 
with well-defined localization. However, these sys-
tems, especially magnetically responsive ones, can be 
used clinically in case of nonresectable tumors, be-
cause this approach enables substantially enhance 
tumor permeability and displays small dependence 
on individual tumor properties. 

 Creation of triggering systems sensitive to tumor 
microenvironment aims to overcome the 
PEG-dilemma and minimize particle size. One of the 
most common and highly favorable triggering 

mechanisms relies on harnessing of enzymatic activity 
of tumor-specific proteases, mainly MMP-2 and -9. 
These MMPs are gelatinases overexpressed in various 
tumors and implicated in angiogenesis, epitheli-
al–mesenchymal transition, and invasion [65]. Use of 
PEG-grafted polymeric micelles with 
MMP-degradable peptide linkers between the 
core-associated part of copolymer and surface PEG 
provides enzyme-mediated deshielding of these na-
nomedicines in a tumor and their stronger interaction 
with target cells, resulting in improved intratumor 
localization [66]. A similar strategy to achieve tu-
mor-specific disassembly of aggregated nanoparticles 
was applied to a model delivery system composed of 
gelatin core covered with 10-nm quantum dots [67]. 
These 100-nm nanoparticles, administered intrave-
nously, accumulate in tumor due to the EPR effect and 
undergo subsequent MMP-mediated cleavage into 
10-nm particles able to diffuse deeply into tumor in-
terstitium [67]. It should be taken into account that 
feasibility of triggering systems sensitive to tumor 
microenvironment must be validated for a particular 
tumor. 

Modification with a target moiety 
 For targeted delivery of nanomedicines to cancer 

cells, molecular recognition processes, like lig-
and-receptor interactions, can be exploited. Usually, 
this approach aims for i) strong binding of nanother-
apeutics to target cells and prolonged retention in 
tumor site, or ii) receptor-mediated internalization 
into cancer cells that is necessary for therapeutic 
nanovehicles containing nucleic acids (plasmid DNA, 
shRNA, mRNA) and locally acting molecules like 
Auger electron emitters or photosensitizers. In any 
event, modification of nanoparticles with a ligand 
often leads to their enhanced accumulation in tumor 
as compared with untargeted counterparts [42, 68-70]. 
However, this approach does not always augment 
nanomedicine deposition in tumors, which has been 
shown for targeted gold nanoparticles [71], liposomes 
[72,73], polymeric gene delivery vehicles (polyplexes) 
[10], and polymeric micelles [42] in comparison with 
their untargeted analogs. Most likely, discrepancies in 
the data can be explained by the fact that total accu-
mulation is the integral characteristic of nanoparticle 
delivery. It is clear that the process of nanomedicine 
transport subdivides into some steps including vas-
cular transport, extravasation, and interstitial 
transport. Detailed analysis of nanoparticle microdis-
tribution revealed that the major part of “in tumor 
accumulated” nanoparticles reside on the vessel wall 
surface or in close proximity to the blood vessels [10, 
40-42, 47, 48], which does not exclude their washout 
back to the blood circulation (Fig. 1). This means that 
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strong binding with cancer cells is one of the main 
causes of superior tumor accumulation rate of tar-
geted nanomedicines (Fig. 1). It should be noted that 
targeting mainly prevents the washout of the smaller 
nanoparticles from the extravascular compartment 
[42, 73], especially in slow flow tumor regions [73]. 
Therefore, high expression of target receptors in tu-
mor and highly effective nanoparticle targeting are 
crucial conditions for prolonged retention of targeted 
nanomedicines in a tumor. The influence of expres-
sion level of target EGF receptors (EGFR) was evalu-
ated in two breast murine tumor models with high 
(106 EGFR per cell) and low (104 EGFR per cell) level 
of EGFR expression. As a result, the greater accumu-
lation of EGF-modified polymeric micelles compared 
with unmodified ones was observed only in the case 
of an EGFR-overexpressing model [42, 74]. The im-
portance of the degree of nanoparticle targeting has 
been demonstrated for magnetic nanoparticles with 
spherical and elongated shape. Unlike spherical, 
worm-like shape provides a more effective scaffold to 
generate multivalent interactions of ligand moieties 
and receptors, resulting in enhancement of targeted 
efficiency and decrease in washout from a tumor [75]. 
Thus, low expression of target receptors and/or in-
sufficient targeting of nanomedicines will lead to the 
same tumor deposition of targeted and untargeted 
nanoparticles. Even so, the benefit of ligand targeting 
can be illustrated by our own investigations of gene 
delivery into Cloudman S91 melanoma tumors (4,500 
melanocortin receptors per cell) using polyplex na-
noparticles. We found no differences in tumor accu-
mulation and microdistribution of targeted polyplex-
es containing melanocortin receptor-1-specific peptide 
and untargeted ones. However, targeted polyplexes 
cause superior transfection in tumor [10], because the 
faster cellular uptake for polyplexes, provided by in-

clusion of a ligand into the polymeric part, is pre-
ferred for successful gene transfer [76, 77]. A similar 
effect has been demonstrated in case of 100-nm siRNA 
nanoparticles [78]. There is also a noteworthy fact that 
ligand targeting of PEGylated gene delivery vehicles 
makes it possible to overcome the above-mentioned 
“PEG-dilemma” by an increase in receptor-mediated 
internalization resulting in more effective gene ther-
apy. 

It is very important to reckon with some obsta-
cles related to functionalization of nanomedicines 
with target moieties. In fact, such nanoparticles can 
lose their specificity after placing them in biological 
fluids. It has been shown that PEGylated silica nano-
particles modified with transferrin became shielded 
with a protein corona after exposure to serum. As a 
result, these nanoparticles lost targeting ability [79]. 
Apart from affinity, design of targeted nanomedicines 
should also consider size and charge of a ligand moi-
ety. For instance, attachment of the highly cationic 
and large peptidic F-3 ligand to magnetic nanoparti-
cles caused their fast elimination from the blood cir-
culation mainly by the liver and lack of tumor homing 
[75]. Functionalization of macromolecules or nano-
particles with a ligand can also limit their penetration 
in tumor because of so-called “binding-site barrier”. 
This phenomenon is because penetration of lig-
and-containing macromolecules into tumors can be 
hampered by their overall binding to target cells, 
possessing receptors/determinants for the ligand, in 
close proximity to blood vessels. The effect of bind-
ing-site barrier has been revealed for antibodies [80, 
81] as well as for targeted polymeric particles [42]. 

Thus, modification of nanoparticles with a lig-
and in designing of nanomedicines should be very 
careful and take into account possible limitations 
connected with targeting. 

 
Figure 1. Influence of nanomedicine functionalization with target moieties on tumor accumulation. Targeted nanomedicines extravasate into tumor 
interstitium and bind/internalize into cancer cells (green) due to antigen–antibody/ligand–receptor interactions. Untargeted nanomedicines can bind and internalize 
into cancer (green) and non-cancer (yellow and blue) cells due to unspecific surface adsorption; endotheliocytes are shown in red. However, a significant part can be 
washed out from the extravascular compartment back to the blood circulation, resulting in lower tumor accumulation. 
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Table 1. Functionalization and tuning physicochemical characteristics of nanotherapeutics. 

Characteristics of na-
nomedicines 

Advantages and means of optimizations Disadvantages and limitations 

PEGylation (hydro-
philicity) 

PEGylation leads to extended circulation time and improved 
biocompatibility of nanoformulations [28-31] 

“PEG-dilemma” (see 2.1 for details) [33] 
Accelerated blood clearance due to production of PEG-specific 
antibodies [34,35] 

Size The optimal size of nanomedicines for improved tumor 
accumulation should be 30-60 nm [40-42] 

Nanoparticles with diameters > 200 nm are trapped by lung, 
spleen, and liver macrophages [23,25] 
Fast renal clearance of small nanoparticles (less than 8 nm) [25] 

Surface charge Neutral and slightly negatively charged nanoparticles have 
extended lifetime in the bloodstream [49,50] 
The optimal surface charge of nanomedicines for improved 
tumoral uptake should be close to neutral or slightly negative 
[46, 47, 49, 50] 

Nanoparticles with highly positive surface charge can promote 
platelet aggregation and hemolysis [45] 
Highly positively or negatively charged nanoparticles usually 
display faster clearance than neutral or slightly charged ones 
[27,49,50] 
Suspensions of nanoparticles with zeta-potential between –25 mV 
and + 25 mV are considered unstable after long-term storage [51] 

Shape of nanoparticles Elongated nanoparticles sometimes display extended lifetime 
in blood as compared with spherical ones [53,54] 

Influence of shape on extravasation ability is multifaceted de-
pending on morphological characteristics of the tumor [57] 

Stimulus-responsive 
delivery systems 

Accumulation of nanomedicines in tumors can be improved 
using incorporation of magnetically responsive nanoparticles 
in combination with magnetic field [60, 61] or thermosensitive 
polymeric delivery systems and local hyperthermia [63, 64] 
Triggering systems sensitive to tumor microenvironment can 
help to overcome the “PEG-dilemma” [66] and minimize 
particle size 

Feasibility of triggering systems, sensitive to tumor microenvi-
ronment, must be validated for a particular tumor 

Modification with a 
target moiety 

Targeting with a ligand causes strong binding and/or inter-
nalization of nanomedicines into cancer cells in tumor [72] 
Targeting prevents washout of nanoparticles from the extra-
vascular compartment back to the blood circulation [42,73] 

Modification with a ligand moiety does not always cause aug-
mentation in tumoral uptake of nanomedicines [10, 42, 71-73, 78] 
“Binding site barrier” (see 2.6 for details) [42,80,81] 
Targeted nanoparticles can lose their specificity after placing in 
biological fluids due to shielding with protein corona [79] 

 

Modulating physiological state of tumors 
 Superior accumulation of nanomedicines in tu-

mor site can be achieved not only by tuning their 
characteristics, but also via modulating tumor blood 
flow, vasculature leakiness, and extracellular matrix 
penetration prior to administration of nanomedicines. 
Applied strategies subdivide into physical methods 
and treatment with physiologically active agents. Be-
cause many were applied only for low molecular 
weight chemotherapeutics [82], we highlight here 
only ones that were tested for nanomedicines and 
found to have high clinical potential in terms of safety 
and therapeutic outcome. 

Physical methods for increasing nanomedicine 
accumulation 

Hyperthermia 
 Local heating of a tumor site often leads to en-

hanced accumulation of nano-scaled agents, yielding 
more effective outcome of gene [83], drug [84], and 
radioisotope [85] delivery. To achieve the maximal 
uptake of nanomedicines by tumor, the regimen of 
heating up to 42 °C is usually exploited, because fur-
ther heating led to hemorrhage and stasis in tumor 
vessels [86]. The effect of hyperthermia can be en-
hanced by performing alternate cooling and heating 
on a tumor and its vasculature [87]. The phenomenon 
of improved nanomedicine delivery after hyperther-
mal exposure is based on increase in tumor blood 
flow as a result of vasodilation [88] and vascular 

permeability [89] owing to increase in intercellular 
gaps between endotheliocytes [90]. 

 In spite of high potential in clinical use, it should 
be noted that the effect of hyperthermia on macro-
molecular and nanoparticle accumulation might de-
pend on the chosen tumor model [84]. Another limi-
tation of this approach is ability to treat only tumors 
with well-defined localization. 

Local ionizing radiation treatment of tumor 
 Tumor-targeted delivery of nanomedicines can 

be improved by combining with local X- or 
γ-irradiation of the tumor, which was been demon-
strated for polymeric [84, 91] and liposomal [92] drug 
delivery systems and antibodies [93, 94]. Some possi-
ble mechanisms underlie enhanced tumor uptake. The 
first is based on induction of inflammatory response 
after irradiation, which increases vascular permeabil-
ity. It has been reported that irradiation of tu-
mor-bearing mice causes 2-fold upregulation of pro-
inflammatory cytokines like IFNγ and TNFα [95], 
which leads to vascular barrier dysfunction [96]. Tu-
mor irradiation may also upregulate VEGF expression 
[97], which stimulates endothelial cells and cause 
disruption of adherens junction complexes between 
endotheliocytes [98]. Lastly, radiation treatment of 
tumor induces apoptotic changes in morphology of 
well-oxygenated tumor cells surrounding the mi-
crovessels but not in endothelial cells [91], resulting in 
decrease in interstitial fluid pressure [99]. 

 The obvious advantage of ionizing radiation 
treatment is the reliability of this strategy for different 
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tumor models [84]. However, this approach is suitable 
only for treatment of localized tumors. 

Treatment with ultrasound 
 Ultrasound exposure at frequencies of 0.5-5 

MHz can be used to magnify accumulation and ex-
travasation of nanomedicines in localized tumors due 
to cavitational, thermal, and acoustic radiation force 
effects whose occurrence depends on exposure condi-
tions [100]. Cavitation is a rapid formation of volu-
metrically oscillating microbubbles caused by ultra-
sound. These gas-filled microbubbles can be sponta-
neously nucleated by ultrasound in the tumor tissue 
or/and can be injected intravenously together with 
nanomedicines [101]. Collapsing of these bubbles can 
create transient pores in blood vessel walls and cell 
membranes (sonoporation), through which nano-
medicines of different nature can extravasate and en-
ter into neighboring cells [102,103]. Ultrasound ex-
posure of tumors can also cause local hyperthermia 
(see 3.1.1) in an acoustic intensity and time dependent 
manner [104]. Finally, acoustic radiation force pro-
motes flow of fluid in the direction of the sound wave 
propagation, enhancing convection of nanomedicines 
through tumor extracellular matrix [105]. 

 Ultrasound exposure is also appropriate for 
treatment of deep-lying tumors. Moreover, multiple 
therapeutic mechanisms make this approach very 
attractive for augmentation of nanomedicine accu-
mulation in tumor. Another advantage of ultrasound 
treatment is that it almost does not depend on the 
intensity of the EPR effect in the particular tumor 
[103]. 

Physiologically active modulators 

Mediators of vascular permeability 
 Permeability of tumor vasculature can be en-

hanced after application of inflammatory molecules 
including TNFα [106], interleukin 2 [107], prosta-
glandin analogs [108], VEGF [109], histamine [110], 
nitric oxide (NO) donors [111], and other agents. Be-
sides enhancing vascular permeability, these media-
tors also induce vasodilatation and increased blood 
flow. Although inflammatory mediators significantly 
increase accumulation of different nanomedicines, 
there are some serious obstacles for clinical applica-
tion of these agents. First, some of them (inflamma-
tory cytokines, histamine) have strong adverse effects 
after systemic application [112]. Therefore, the use of 
such agents requires local application [106,111] or 
targeted delivery to tumor site [107, 113]. Another 
obstacle is involvement of several inflammatory me-
diators in cancer progression [114]. In this connection, 
application of nitroglycerin ointment on the skin at 
the tumor site seems to be a safer and simpler method 

[111]. Under hypoxic and acidic conditions, nitro-
glycerin generates NO, which affects vascular per-
meability. Efficacy of this approach was found com-
parable with TNFα [106] or prostaglandin analogs 
[108], and it caused 2-fold augmentation in nano-
medicine accumulation [111]. 

 An alternative approach to attenuate barrier 
function of vessels is low-dose TGFβ type I receptor 
inhibition by small-molecule drugs, which results in 
decreased pericyte coverage of the endothelium in 
tumor neovasculature and promotes superior accu-
mulation of nanomedicines in tumors [115]. The main 
challenge of this strategy is accurate selection of act-
ing dose because total TGF-β signaling inhibition can 
have either positive or negative influence on cancer 
progression [116]. 

Matrix-modifying agents 
 The treatment of tumors with matrix-modifying 

agents aims to reduce extracellular matrix density, 
thus resulting in enhanced permeability of tumor in-
terstitium, alleviation of solid stress, and, therefore, 
improvement of tumor perfusion. This category of 
drugs consists of matrix-degrading enzymes, 
small-molecule inhibitors, and hormones. 

 It has been shown that hyaluronan and collagen 
are the main components of tumor interstitium, being 
responsible for solid stress, increasing interstitial fluid 
pressure, and causing poor penetration of nanomedi-
cines [17]. Consistent with this fact, direct degradation 
of these components with intratumoral injections of 
hyaluronidase and bacterial collagenases significantly 
improved distribution of liposomal doxorubicin [117] 
and oncolytic herpes simplex virus vectors [118], re-
spectively. The same effect on 2 MDa dextran and IgG 
delivery in tumor caused by upregulation of MMPs 
by treatment of tumor-bearing mice with relaxin, a 
nontoxic hormone secreted by women during preg-
nancy [119]. Hence, extracellular matrix seems to be 
the critical barrier for deep penetration of nanomedi-
cines into tumor tissue. However, hormone-mediated 
upregulation of MMPs or direct application of ma-
trix-degrading enzymes can increase the risk of me-
tastasis [118]. In this connection, the safest and most 
appropriate strategy is inactivation of can-
cer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), which can also re-
duce solid stress and improve perfusion. It has been 
shown that inhibition of angiotensin receptors-1 with 
the clinically approved small-molecule losartan or 
other antagonists impairs activation of CAFs, leading 
to decreased CAF density and CAF-mediated pro-
duction of hyaluronan and collagen [120], which en-
hances the penetration and efficacy of nanotherapeu-
tics [121]. It is also noteworthy that inhibition of an-
giotensin receptors-1 signaling in itself attenuates 
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growth of different types of tumors [122-124]. It does 
matter that application of losartan or analogs might 
cause synergetic contribution to anticancer therapy 
with nanomedicines. 

Mild hypertension 
 Hypertension induced by angiotensin II infusion 

significantly increases accumulation of IgGs [125], 
polymeric drug delivery systems [126], and liposomes 
[127] in tumors. Angiotensin-II-induced hypertension 
shifts the fluid pressure gradient towards tumor in-
terstitium and improves convective influx of nano-
medicines into the tumor compartment out of the 
blood capillary. Moreover, application of vasocon-
strictors increases tumor blood flow, which might also 
contribute to tumor uptake of nanomedicines. 

 Recently, this method was clinically tested re-
sulting in improved delivery and therapeutic effects 
of polymeric drug conjugate for various advanced 
solid tumors [128]. 

Normalization of tumor vasculature 
As a perspective strategy to obtain superior ac-

cumulation rate of nanomedicines in tumor and uni-
form microdistribution of anticancer agents, the con-
cept of “normalization” of tumor vessels was devel-
oped by Jain’s laboratory [129-132]. This approach 
aims vessel remodeling to a more “normal” morpho-
logical state with recovered basal membrane and 
pericyte coverage that makes tumor vessels less leaky 
and decreases interstitial fluid pressure and solid 
stress, resulting in improved perfusion and penetra-
tion of anticancer agents [129]. It has been found that 
transient “normalization” of tumor vasculature arose 
after antiangiogenic cancer therapy with small doses 

of anti-VEGF and VEGFR antibodies or 
small-molecule inhibitors of VEGFR tyrosine kinase 
activity, and this was accompanied by improved ac-
cumulation of both chemotherapeutics [129-131] and 
quantum dot-based nanoparticles [132]. Regarding 
nanoparticles, improvement of their accumulation in 
tumor interstitium occurs in a size-dependent manner 
and is preferential for 12-nm nanoparticles compared 
with 125-nm ones because recovery of basal mem-
brane and pericyte coverage creates steric barrier for 
larger particles [132]. Therefore, “normalization” of 
tumor vasculature has great potential for cancer 
therapy with small nanomedicines. 

Hitchhiking-based delivery of nanomed-
icines 

 Use of cells with tumor-homing capacity for de-
livery of nanomedicines is a relatively new and ap-
pealing approach in cancer therapy (Fig. 2). Being 
natural “moving gears” per se, these cells confer their 
own “active” properties to attached nanoparticles, 
making them capable of tumor targeting, of crossing 
endothelial barrier, and of penetrating to poorly per-
fused areas of a tumor. These cells can be isolated 
from bone marrow and other sources, genetically en-
gineered to impart additional capabilities, loaded 
with nanoparticles, and injected intravenously back 
into the patient. Nanoparticles can be attached to tu-
mor-tropic cells due to internalization, nonspecific 
surface adsorption, ligand–receptor interactions, and 
covalent binding to amine (—NH2) or thiol (—SH) 
groups intrinsic to cell membrane proteins, or to other 
reactive groups introduced exogenously into plasma 
membrane [133]. 

 
Figure 2. The principle of cellular hitchhiking. Tumor-tropic cells can be loaded with nanomedicines via internalization, nonspecific surface adsorption, 
ligand–receptor interactions, and covalent binding. Furthermore, hitchhiked cells can be genetically engineered to impart additional capabilities to them. Injected 
intravenously, these cells can actively extravasate in tumor and relatively freely move in tumor interstitium. 
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Currently, there are three main classes of hitch-
hiked cells possessing innate tumor-homing ability 
and relative ease of isolation: mesenchymal stem cells 
(MSC), T-cells, and monocytes/macrophages. 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) 
 MSCs are considered promising candidates for 

tumor-targeted delivery of nanomedicines. These cells 
can be harvested from the bone marrow, adipose tis-
sue, umbilical cord blood, liver, placenta, muscles, 
and amniotic fluid [134,135]. When activated, MSCs 
migrate to sites of tissue damage and inflammation 
(including cancer) upon stimulation with CXCL12 
and CXCL8 chemokines and growth factors [136, 137], 
and then extravasate via both leukocyte-like and other 
mechanisms [138]. Although MSCs are known to se-
crete antiinflammatory cytokines and factors stimu-
lating both angiogenesis and tissue regeneration [139], 
their role in tumors is still unclear [140]. 

 Intravenously injected MSCs initially accumu-
late in lungs and to a lesser extent in liver followed by 
gradual increase in their number in tumors [137], 
reaching the maximum at 14 days post-injection [140]. 
Only about 2-5% of intravenously administered MSCs 
accumulated in tumors, and almost the same fraction 
was found in lymph nodes and bone marrow [141], 
which might potentiate side effects there if MSCs are 
used for delivery of cytotoxic drug-loaded nanovehi-
cles. Nevertheless, MSCs can be applied for photo-
thermal therapy that involves delivery of gold nano-
particles followed by local irradiation of the tumor 
with near infrared light, which leads to its absorption 
by gold nanoparticles, dissipation into heat, and tu-
mor necrosis [142]. A similar approach of MSC ap-
plication is hitchhiking-based delivery of magnetic 
nanoparticles to tumor aiming at hyperthermal ther-
apy by local treatment under alternating magnetic 
field [140]. In the latter case, harnessing of MSCs as 
delivery vehicles led to 4-fold increase in tumor ac-
cumulation and apparent inhibition of tumor growth 
compared with intravenous application of 50-nm 
magnetic nanoparticles alone [140]. 

 Low efficacy of tumor targeting after intrave-
nous administration is the main challenge of MSC 
application. However, generation of MSCs expressing 
key ligands that are required for homing (P-selectin 
glycoprotein ligand-1 and Sialyl-Lewisx) is a potential 
way to reduce their off-target accumulation and has-
ten migration to tumor. The advantage of this ap-
proach has been shown for targeted delivery of MSCs 
to sites of inflammation [143]. Another possible limi-
tation of clinical application of MSCs is their ability to 
promote metastasis [141, 144, 145]. Perhaps, incorpo-
ration of a suicide gene into MCSs can help to over-
come this problem. 

 It is worth noting that MSCs can be exploited for 
gene transfer to tumors after ex vivo transfection [146, 
147]. To prevent off-target expression of a therapeutic 
gene, gene-specific promoters sensitive to tumor mi-
croenvironment can be exploited [147]. Thus, it does 
matter that anticancer effect of nanotherapeutics de-
livered by MSCs might be heightened by combining 
with gene therapy. 

T cells 
 Cytotoxic T-cells (CTLs) possess innate ability to 

accumulate in a tumor and recognize and kill cancer 
cells with MHC restriction and antigen specificity, 
although their activity can be suppressed in tumor via 
CTLA-4 signaling and other mechanisms [148]. 
However, inactive tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes can 
be isolated from the tumor mass and incubated with 
IL-2 to activate and expand tumor-specific T cell 
population. Additionally, these cells can be engi-
neered ex vivo to express tumor-specific T-cell recep-
tors. Infusion of modified CTLs into a patient, known 
as adoptive T cell therapy, became the first attempt to 
exploit natural tumor-infiltrating capacity of T lym-
phocytes [149]. It was found that exogenously injected 
T cells preferentially accumulate in antigen-positive 
tumors, reaching a plateau at 7-8 days post-injection 
[150]. Infiltration of tissues with CTLs was observed 
in liver, lymph nodes, lungs, and spleen [151]. Ther-
apeutic outcome of adoptive T cell therapy might be 
improved by exploiting antigen-specific T cells as 
delivery vehicles for nanomedicines, aiming to elim-
inate tumor cells directly or maintain activity and 
proliferation of CTLs. To accomplish the first task, T 
cells can be loaded with retroviral vectors encoding 
Herpes Simplex Virus thymidine kinase (HSVtk) due 
to nonspecific adsorption. Subsequently, viral nano-
particles can be delivered and released at the tumor 
site, causing expression of the cytotoxic HSVtk gene in 
the infected tumor cells and improving therapeutic 
effect [152]. The maintenance of anticancer activity 
and expansion of T cells can be substantially en-
hanced using the same retroviral system for transfer 
of the gene encoding proinflammatory cytokine IL-12 
[152]. CTL-mediated hitchhiking of multilamellar li-
pid nanoparticles loaded with adjuvant drugs like 
cytokines IL-15 and IL-21 also aims for the achieve-
ment of T-cell expansion and enhancement of cancer 
immunotherapy [153]. 

 Activated T-cells also may be exploited for de-
livery of cytotoxic gold nanoparticles aiming at men-
tioned above photothermal therapy. The use of T 
cell-mediated hitchhiking causes more than 4-fold 
augmentation in tumor deposition of 45-nm gold na-
noparticles compared with their clinically approved 
intravenous application alone [154]. 
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Monocytes/macrophages 
 Application of monocytes/macrophages as ac-

tive tumor-targeted carriers is based on their signifi-
cant capacity to infiltrate tumors, reaching up to 50 % 
of tumor mass [155]. Migration of monocytes to tumor 
occurs in response to a spectrum of cytokines released 
by cancer cells in hypoxic conditions [156]. In-tumor 
macrophages acquire alternatively activated M2 
phenotype, promoting angiogenesis and cancer de-
velopment [157]. 

 Regarding pharmacokinetics of exogenously in-
jected monocytes, initially they reside in lungs tem-
porary followed by accumulation in liver and spleen, 
which in consistent with their natural behavior [158]. 
The maximal degree of tumor infiltration with sys-
temically administered macrophages labeled with 
micrometer-sized particles of iron oxide was observed 
3-5 days after injection [159]. Macrophages can be 
easily loaded with anticancer nanotherapeutics due to 
their unique property, phagocytosis. Generally, 
monocytes/macrophages act as “Trojan Horses” for 
delivery of cytotoxic nanomedicines, like gold 
nanoshells [157] or liposomal doxorubicin [160], to 
tumors. It should be emphasized that accumulated in 
tumor macrophages loaded with doxorubi-
cin-containing liposomes inhibit tumor growth to 
greater extent than clinically approved intravenous 
injection of liposomal doxorubicin [160]. Moreover, 
macrophage-mediated hitchhiking is considered a 
perspective strategy for delivery of contrast agents to 
tumors aiming at MRI diagnostics of cancer [160]. The 
ability of engineered monocyte/macrophage-like cells 
to transfer both a therapeutic gene encoding activat-
ing enzyme and dextran-conjugated prodrug to tu-
mor for gene-directed enzyme/prodrug therapy has 
also been reported [161]. 

 Hence, the diversity of monocytes/macrophage 
application as well as demonstrated superior thera-
peutic effects in comparison with clinically approved 
nanomedicines should be motivating for development 
of this approach, especially for enhancement of tumor 
homing ability. Besides incorporation of magnetic 
nanoparticles followed by application of local mag-
netic field, gene engineering of macrophages to ex-
press homing machinery might be used. 

Conclusions and prospects 
 Efficient cancer therapy with nanomedicines 

implies their tumor-selective delivery, accumulation, 
and uniform distribution in the tumor. Exploiting the 
EPR effect remains the main basis for targeted deliv-
ery of intravenously injected nanomedicines to tu-
mors. Combining of tunable “passive” features of 
nanoparticles governing their pharmacokinetics has 
made it possible to yield in general 2-3-fold augmen-

tation in tumor accumulation rate of nanomedicines 
in experiments on animals. However, in spite of nu-
merous variants of nanomedicines for more than 25 
years, there are only a few clinically approved ones 
and some under preclinical development [162]. Such 
limited progress in this field can be attributed to in-
tratumoral barriers, poor intensity of the EPR effect in 
humans as compared with rodents [163], and its het-
erogeneity [21]. Actually, the extent of tumor vascu-
larization, degree of vessel maturation, value of in-
terstitial fluid pressure, and intensity of interstitial 
matrix density, which govern the EPR effect, can sub-
stantially vary between tumor types and depend on 
tumor size [11, 164-167]. This means that application 
of intravenously injected nanomedicines should take 
into account individual characteristics of tumors. 
Therefore, the high efficiency of nanomedicine uptake 
by the particular patient’s tumor have to be confirmed 
using for example combining of nano-scaled contrast 
or labeled agent injection with an image-guided tech-
nique like MRI, PET, SPECT, or CT. Some strategies 
based on modulating physiological state of tumors 
can attenuate the impact of transport barriers and 
increase tumoral uptake of nanomedicines, but the 
clinical outcome of these methods is also to some ex-
tent affected by morphological characteristics of a 
tumor. In this context, it is very important to develop 
delivery approaches that do not rely on passive ac-
cumulation in the tumor. These strategies should im-
ply active crossing of transport barriers, which may be 
possible due to application of magnetically responsive 
nanomedicines and local magnetic field (although 
small dependence on tumor morphology is retained), 
or cellular hitchhiking. The first strategy is relevant 
only for treatment of localized tumors, whereas 
hitchhiking-based delivery is appropriate for targeted 
delivery to metastatic tumors too, although there are 
some challenges for its clinical application so far. 
Meanwhile, harnessing of cells with tumor-tropic 
features enables delivery of nanoparticles almost re-
gardless of their passive features and the individual 
characteristics of a tumor. Moreover, cellular hitch-
hiking may serve as a platform for both i) diagnostics 
and ii) combined therapy including cytotoxic therapy, 
immunotherapy, and gene therapy. Another possible 
way of nanomedicine design development is incor-
poration of propulsion and navigation capabilities in 
order to deliver nanoformulations deep into the tu-
mor tissue and minimize off-target delivery. Alt-
hough the concept of using nanomachines that are 
able to convert chemical or external energy into me-
chanical motion for drug delivery purpose seems ra-
ther futuristic now, some initial steps in this direction 
have been already done [168]. Perhaps, the use of 
bio-inspired nanomotors sensitive to the tumor mi-
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croenvironment (e.g., enzyme and acidity) will help to 
achieve further progress in this field. 
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